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Introduction to the Theme
Rev. Kirk Loadman-Copeland
Were you ever asked when you were
young, “What do you want to be when
you grow up?” Did it seem like a trick
question, one with a correct answer that
was entirely beyond your imagination?
Were there hidden expectations in the
question that also escaped you, expectations that indicated that some answers
were acceptable, and others were not?
The truth is that it is a multiple-choice
question in which you must determine
all of the possible choices. While not
infinite, the number of possibilities is
both exhilarating and daunting. Any of
the choices could be true. Only you and
time could tell, would tell, did tell.
“What do you want to be when you

grow up?” When asked, it usually assumes an answer about an occupation.
And for many children, the imagination
runs to a set of occupations like cowboy
or cowgirl, nurse, fireman, or ballerina
because each seems splendid in its own
way, but there are, in fact, endless possibilities. Although not all are splendid as
reality teaches. Many come with a worda-day drudgery that can be deadening.
At best, occupation is part of the answer, but “being” is so much more. It is
a unique combination of work and roles,
interests and skills, passion and personality, desire and courage, and more.
Too often in trying to answer this
question, we become constrained by
assumptions. The first assumption is the
notion that being grown up is a onceand-for-all point-in-time that we
achieve. It is actually a continuous unfolding, a process, as D.H. Lawrence
suggested, of being born again and
again.
The second is that the answer of who
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Wisdom Story
Old Joe and the Carpenter
a tale from Appalachia
The two men had known each other
since childhood. They attended the same
schools and their families shared holidays together. They both became farmers
and bought farms next to one another on
each side of a shared valley.
They lived happily together with their
wives and children. After many years
their children, now grown, moved away.
Later their wives died. Then the two old
men only had each other.
Never in their lives had they had an
argument, nor spoken a harsh word to
the other. But one day when a stray calf
wandered onto their properties they began to argue. “It’s my calf. I know it’s my
calf, I can tell my markings in it. It belongs to my prime milker.” “That’s simply not true,” the other said. “It’s my calf.”
And, for the first time ever they
turned their backs on each other in anger
and walked back to their own farmhouse
muttering.

(Continued on page 6)

Vocation & Letting Your Life Speak
Vocation goes far beyond occupation. A good way to think about it, Frederick
Buechner suggests, is as the intersection between your deep gladness and the
world’s deep hunger. According to Buechner, vocation involves both a look inward and a look outward. In his poem, Ask Me, William Stafford wrote, “Ask me
whether what I have done is my life.” Vocation is the way through which his question can be answered with “Yes.” Often discernment about vocation is explored by
listening to your life. As Parker Palmer writes, “Vocation at its deepest level is,
‘This is something I can’t not do, for reasons I’m unable to explain to anyone else
and don’t fully understand myself but that are nonetheless compelling.’”
Touchstones is committed to exploring liberal theology. This journal is supported by
subscriptions from Unitarian Universalist congregations. For daily meditations, photos, and more visit/like Touchstones at https://www.facebook.com/Touchpossibility/

One of the farmers, Old Joe, wondered about the way his friend had spoken. The next day he heard the sound of
an earth mover coming down the road. It
began to dig a huge ditch between the
two farms, a ditch that would separate
them forever.
Old Joe thought to himself, “Well if
he’s doing this, I need to do something. “
Just then, there was a knock at his

Let Your Life Speak

(Continued on page 2)

Build a Bridge
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Whose Are You?

Discovering Vocation

(Continued from page 1) Wisdom Story

Remind Us Again

Vocation is a Gift

door. Old Joe opened the door. A young
man was standing there with a box of
tools on his shoulder. The man was a carpenter who was looking for work. “Just
the man I’m looking for,” said Joe.
He led the carpenter to his kitchen
window and pointed out the ditch. “See
what my neighbor has done? Well, I want
you to build a fence. Can you do that?”
The carpenter said, “Yes, I can do that
if you have the wood.” Old Joe said, “I
have the wood and barbed wire to put on
top of the fence.” Then he and the carpenter walked to the shed.
The carpenter promised to do a good
job. Because Old Joe trusted him, he went
to town and had a few drinks at the tavern. Later, before it was dark, Old Joe
came home to see the carpenters work.
He parked his truck in the farmyard,
and walked around the side of the farmhouse to see the fence. What he saw
made his mouth drop open. In place of a
fence, was a bridge. Then he saw his
neighbor walking toward him across the
bridge with outstretched arms.
“Joe, how could we have been such
good friends for so long and then argue
over such a stupid thing as a calf? Who
cares about that. I built a ditch to separate
us, but you’ve built a bridge.”
Old Joe bowed his head and said
“Well, to tell the truth, I wanted to build
a fence, but this carpenter built a bridge
instead.” Both men turned to the carpenter and smiled.
Old Joe said,
“Friend, you can
stay here as long
as you like. We’ve
got plenty of work
for you on both of
our farms”.
Then the carpenter said, “I’d
stay if I could, but
I have far to go
and many more
bridges to build.” The carpenter knew
that he was called to be a bridge builder.

Rev. Victoria Safford
…William Sloan Coffin …asked a
beautiful question: “Who tells you who
you are?” …He said some people rely on
money to tell them who they are, and it’s
a desperate standard. Some rely on status or power or position, and some need
enemies to tell them who they are.
(“Whatever I am, I am not that” – a small
and cynical defining.) Too many of us,
too often, he said, allow our own mistakes to tell
us who we
are. We look
through the
murky lens
of shame or
regret at our
own shabby
jumble of
stumbles
and sins and
define ourselves by
these alone. No other measure will convince us. There is grandiosity in such
delusion. Who tells you who you are?
He responded … “Our inherent value is
a gift, not an achievement. So you never
have to prove yourself, with money or
power or perfection. You only need express yourself, and abundantly return
the love you’ve been given so abundantly.” …
Douglas Steere …says that the ancient
question, “Who am I?” inevitably leads
to a deeper one, “Whose am I?”—
because there is no identity outside of
relationship. You can’t be a person by
yourself. To ask “Whose am I?” is to extend the question …and wonder, “Who
needs you? Who loves you? To whom
are you accountable? To whom do you
answer? Whose life is altered by your
choices? With whose life, whose lives, is
your own all bound up, inextricably, in
obvious or invisible ways?”

Parker Palmer
… Discovering vocation does not
mean scrambling toward some prize
just beyond my reach but accepting
the treasure of true self I already possess. Vocation does not come from a
voice ‘out there’ calling me to become
something I am not. It comes from a
voice ‘in here’ calling me to be the
person I was born to be, to fulfill the
original selfhood given me at birth….
…It is a
strange
gift….
Accepting
it turns
out to be
even more
demanding than
attempting to become
someone
else! I have sometimes responded to
that demand by ignoring the gift, or
hiding it, or fleeing from it, or squandering it….
…If you doubt that we all arrive in
this world with gifts and as a gift, pay
attention to an infant or a very young
child. …Watching my granddaughter
from her earliest day…, I was able …
to see …that …my granddaughter
arrived in the world as this kind of
person rather than that or that….
…We arrive in this world with
birthright gifts — then we spend the
first half of our lives abandoning them
or letting others disabuse us of them.
As young people, we are surrounded
by expectations that may have little to
do with who we really are….
…We are disabused of original
giftedness in the first half of our lives.
Then—if we are awake, aware, and
able to admit our loss—we spend the
second half trying to recover and reclaim the gift we once possessed.

Source: http://prodigal.typepad.com/
prodigal_kiwi/2011/05/a-story-called-old-joe-andthe-carpenter.html
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Source: Excerpt from 2008 sermon, Remind Us
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www.spiritualityandpractice.com/bookreviews/excerpts/view/13458

Readings from the Common Bowl

comes from a voice ‘in here’ calling me to
be the person I was born to be….”

Day 1: “Vocation
does not come
from willfulness…. That insight is hidden in
the word vocation itself, which is rooted in the Latin for
‘voice.’ Vocation does not mean a goal
that I pursue. It means a calling that I
hear.” Parker Palmer

Day 10: “I think it would be well, and
proper, and obedient, and pure, to grasp
your one necessity and not let it go, to
dangle from it limp wherever it takes
you.” Annie Dillard

Thomas Merton

Day 11: “To hunger for use and to go unused is the worst hunger of all.”

Parker Palmer

Day 3: “You owe it to all of us to get on
with what you’re good at.” W.H. Auden

Day 14: “Vocations which we wanted to
pursue, but didn’t, bleed, like colors, on
the whole of our existence.”

Day 22: “They remind me of moments
when it is clear—if I have eyes to see—
that the life I am living is not the same as
the life that wants to live in me.”

Day 23: “You need not see what someone
is doing to know if it is his vocation, you
Day 12: “Vocation, the way I was seeking have only to watch his eyes: a cook mixit, becomes an act of will, a grim determi- ing a sauce, as surgeon making a primary
Day 2: “Listen to your life. See it for the
incision, a clerk completing a bill of ladnation that one’s life will go this way or
fathomless mystery it is. In the boredom
ing, wear that same rapt expression, forthat whether it wants to or not.”
and pain of it, no less than in the excitegetting themselves in a function. How
Parker Palmer
ment and gladness: touch, taste, smell
beautiful it is, that eye-on-the-object
Day 13: “A vocation is not something you
your way to the holy and hidden heart of
look.” W.H. Auden
slap on, like a coat of paint, and change
it, because in the last analysis all moments
whenever you want. A vocation is built
Day 24: “Listen to your life. All moments
are key moments, and life itself is grace.”
into
you.”
Cinda Williams Chima
are key moments.” Frederick Buechner
Frederick Buechner

Day 4: “Dare to change the world. There
is nothing quixotic or romantic in wanting
to change the world. It is possible. It is the
age-old vocation of all humanity. I can’t
think of a better life than one dedicated to
passion, to dreams, to the stubbornness
that defies chaos and disillusionment.”
Gioconda Belli

Day 5: “Before I can tell my life what I
want to do with it, I must listen to my life
telling me who I am.” Parker Palmer
Day 6: “Vocation is different from talent.
One can have vocation and not have talent; one can be called and not know how
to go.” Benjamin Moser
Day 7: “The two ideas, justice and vocation, are inseparable.... It is by way of the
principle and practice of vocation that
sanctity and reverence enter into the human economy. It was thus possible for
traditional cultures to conceive that ‘to
work is to pray.’” Wendell Berry
Day 8: “In a world so torn apart by rivalry, anger, and hatred, we have the privileged vocation to be living signs of a love
that can bridge all divisions and heal all
wounds.” Henri J.M. Nouwen
Day 9: “Vocation is the place where our
deep gladness meets the world’s deep
need.” Frederick Buechner

Lyndon B. Johnson

Day 25: “We are here not only to transform the world but also to be transformed.” Parker Palmer

Honoré de Balzac

Day 26: “Your profession
is not what brings home
your paycheck. Your profession is what you were
put on earth to do. With
such passion and such
intensity that it becomes
spiritual in calling.”

Day 15: “My vocation is
to make my life an act of
worship.” Ashley Judd
Day 16: “The secret of
success is making your
vocation your vacation.”
Mark Twain

Day 17: “A society in
which vocation and job are separated for
most people gradually creates an economy that is often devoid of spirit, one that
frequently fills our pocketbooks at the
cost of emptying our souls.” Sam Keen
Day 18: “You will know your vocation by
the joy that it brings you. You will know.
You will know when it’s right.”
Dorothy Day

Day 19: “If you are what you should be,
then you will set the world on fire.”
St. Catherine of Siena

Day 20: “The test of a vocation is the love
of the drudgery it involves.”
Logan Pearsall Smith

Day 21: “Discovering vocation does not
mean scrambling toward some prize just
beyond my reach but accepting the treasure of true self I already possess. Vocation
does not come from a voice ‘out there’
calling me to be something I am not. It

Vincent Van Gogh

Day 27: “We work to become, not to acquire.” Elbert Hubbard
Day 28: “A job is something we do to get
a paycheck and pay our bills. Jobs are
legitimate, at times, but work is why we
are here in the universe. Work and calling
often go together.” Matthew Fox
Day 29: “Some journeys are direct, and
some are circuitous; some are heroic, and
some are fearful and muddled. But every
journey, honestly undertaken, stands a
chance of taking us toward the place
where our deep gladness meets the
world’s deep need.” Parker Palmer
Day 30: “What if we discover that our
present way of life is irreconcilable with
our vocation to become fully human?”
Paulo Freire

Day 31: “Happiness lies in the absorption
in some vocation which satisfies the soul.”
Sir William Osler
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asked, ‘Why weren’t
you Zusya?’” It is so
tempting to pattern
our lives after others
only to discover,
sometimes too late,
that the only authentic choice was to beBecoming You
come our self. Yet this task is more
Rev. Kirk Loadman-Copeland
daunting that many might suppose. ReThe process of growth, of maturation,
turning to the metaphor of music, we
of deepening, of becoming you, of bemust figure out how to compose our life.
coming your truest self is anything but
Composing a life involves both selfeasy. The process begins with birth as our
invention, creating ourselves anew, and
eyes begin to focus, but we do not realize
self-discovery, coming to know our own
that it has begun far before we even have
voice as we stride deeper and deeper into
language. Further the reflective and reathe world. Mary Catherine Bateson resoning skills come much later. As
minds us that the undiscovered self is
Adrienne Rich writes in Transcendental
often both an unexpected and powerful
Etude, “No one ever told us we had to
resource. The word compose comes from
study our lives, / make of our lives a
the Latin and means to place (com-) tostudy, as if learning music, that we
gether (poser). We compose our lives by
should begin / with the simple exercises
placing different things together, creating
first / and slowly go on trying / the hard
new possibilities. As Unitarian Universalones, practicing till strength / and accuracy became one with the
daring / to leap into transcendence, take the
chance / of breaking
down in the wild arpeggio/ or faulting the full
sentence of the fugue. /
—And in fact we can’t
live like that we take on /
everything at once before
we’ve even begun / to
read or mark time, we’re
forced to begin / in the
midst of the hardest
movement, / the one already sounding as we
are born.”
If we are wise, we will study our lives, ist poet, e.e. cummings writes, we comreflecting on our experiences and reacpose by “...placing carefully there a
tions as we try to find our way through
strange thing and a known thing
the world. For what end? The key to the
there...and without breaking anything.” It
answer can be found in a Hasidic tale
is this juxtaposition of the familiar and
retold by Martin Buber, “A rabbi named the strange, the known and the unknown,
Zusya died and went to stand before the that becomes the basis for composing our
judgment seat of God. As he waited for
lives. The word “compose” has another
God to appear, he grew nervous thinking Latin root, pausa, which means to pause.
about his life and how little he had done. To compose our lives, we must pause
He began to imagine that God was going from time to time, to stand still and reto ask him, ‘Why weren’t you Moses or
flect on what we are creating.
why weren’t you Solomon or why wereParker Palmer writes, “Our deepest
n’t you David?’ But when God appeared, calling is to grow into our own authentic
the rabbi was surprised. God simply selfhood, whether or not it conforms to
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some image of who we ought to be. As
we do so, we will not only find the joy
that every human being seeks—we will
also find our path of authentic service in
the world. True vocation joins self and
service, as Frederick Buechner asserts
when he defines vocation as ‘the place
where your deep gladness meets the
world’s deep need.’ Buechner’s definition
starts with the self and moves toward the
needs of the world: it begins, wisely,
where vocation begins—not in what the
world needs (which is everything), but in
the nature of the human self, in what
brings the self joy….”
Bateson writes, “...I see the way people live their lives as, in itself, an artistic
process. An artist takes ingredients that
may seem incompatible, and organizes
them into a whole that is not only workable, but finally pleasing and true, even
beautiful. As you get up in the morning,
as you make decisions, as you spend
money, make friends, make
commitments, you are creating a piece of art called
your life.”
Clay is a good medium
and a good metaphor for
the creative process in seeking our vocation. Unitarian
Universalist minister suggested that we are made of
“impassioned clay.” One
must also take care in working with clay. If it becomes
too wet, it cannot hold a
form. If it becomes too dry,
it is no longer pliable
enough to do the bidding of
the potter’s hands. If there is
air in the clay or if there is a flaw or strain
in the design, the pot might crack or
shatter when it is fired in the furnace.
M.C. Richards, a potter, teacher,
writer, poet, and philosopher, wrote, “It
is not the pots we are forming, but ourselves.” To this, Unitarian minister Arthur Graham added, “Each of us is an
artist/ Whose task it is to shape life/ Into
some semblance of the pattern/ We
dream about. The molding/ Is not of self
alone, but of shared/ Tomorrows and
times we shall never see./ So let us be
about our task./ The materials are very
precious/ and perishable.”

Family Matters
long period of illness, he decided manual
labor wasn’t right for him. He managed to
get some more formal education, and beLori Radun
came a schoolteacher and then a newspaThere is no greater self-esteem booster
per distributor. …Meanwhile he had bethan to know who you are, and be pascome a Universalist, and wanted to live in
sionate about what you have to offer the
a place where he could be a part of a Uniworld.
versalist community. So, he went to Dana
As youngsters, it’s not always that easy
Massachusetts, where the famed Hosea
to know what their gifts and passions are.
Ballou led a Universalist church. He
...
worked as a store clerk for a while, and
Expose your children to a variety of
then apprenticed himself to a clock makdifferent activities
er.
Do your best not to limit your children
One day, while he worked in the
to what is comfortable and familiar to
shop, Ballou came in and asked, “What
you. If you grew up playing sports, it’s
are you tinkering here for?” Ballou told
natural to get your children involved in
Stacy that he was meant to be a preachsports, but that may not be their interest
er…. One Sunday, Ballou told Stacy that
or gift. Try other activities as well.
he had a headache and could not
Stay tuned into your child’s world
Listen to whatever your children might preach. Stacy would have to preach in
his place. Stacy was terrified at this probe telling you regarding their interests.
Children will talk incessantly about what spect, especially since he had not prepared anything to say. Ballou told him
interests them. Even if it doesn’t interest
you, listen anyway.
to preach whatever he felt moved to
Encourage your child’s gifts and pas- preach, and it would be fine. Stacy did
sions
an acceptable job, and when the service
…Don’t be the one to squelch your
was over he “heard no more of Mr. Balchild’s dreams and passions. Even if their lou’s headache!” Stacy went on to bepassions seem so unrealistic, let them
come one of a generation of circuitdream and follow their heart.
riding Universalist ministers and
Don’t be afraid to let something go
preachers, who traveled around to variYour child may try different activities
ous small towns, starting and then regfor a while, and then decide he or she
ularly visiting Universalist parishes
doesn’t like them. Even if your child exwherever they went.
cels at an activity, it is okay to let that acSource: http://
tivity go. …
rutlanduusermons.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/
Let your child take the lead
vocation.pdf
It’s …a good idea to let your child take
the lead when it comes to choosing her
Family Activity: When I Grow Up
passions and talents. Your role is to be her
Read the book When I Grow Up by Al
coach or guide. You can make suggestions Yankovic to your children. You can also
based on what you are seeing and hearing watch it read on YouTube at https://
from your child.
www.youtube.com/watch?

5 Ways to help your children
find their gifts and talents

Source: http://www.themomiverse.com/
motherhood-and-family/5-ways-to-help-yourchildren-find-their-gifts-and-talents/

Using Ballou’s Headache
Rev. Erica Baron
…Nathaniel Stacy …was born in Massachusetts in 1778, and like many boys of
the day, was apprenticed at age fourteen,
in his case to a blacksmith. But after a

v=P3GViCamOxk
In a brief summary of the book, Seira
Wilson writes, “Eight-year-old Billy gives
a flamboyant show-and-tell presentation,
reciting for the class and his hapless
teacher Mrs. Krupp, all the professions he
has in mind for his future. From master
snail trainer to dinosaur-dusting museum
curator, the possibilities he imagines are
seemingly endless. Billy’s great-

grandfather is his inspiration, having had
many different jobs and who, at age 103,
still doesn’t know what he wants to be.
Billy’s carefree enthusiasm is contagious,
and the bubbling rhythm of When I Grow
Up makes it a lively read-aloud.”

Family Activity: When I Grow
Up, I Want to Be...
Involve your children in a conversation
about what they might like to be when
they grow up. Begin by sharing some of
the things that you thought that you
might do as an adult when you were
young. As importantly, share with your
children why those various choices appealed to you. The why is as important as
the what, perhaps even more so. Then ask
them what it would be like to have different jobs, even some of the crazy ones
listed in Al Yankovic’s book.
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Let Your Life Speak & Then Listen
(Continued from page 1) Intro

to Theme

we might become is to be found externally. Parker Palmer was correct when
he said, “Before you tell your life what
you intend to do with it, listen for what
it intends to do with you. Before you tell
your life what truths and values you
have decided to live up to, let your life
tell you what truths you embody, what
values you represent.”
The third assumption is that we are
living the life that we are supposed to be
living. In his poem, Ask Me, William
Stafford wrote, “Ask me whether what I
have done is my life.” His point is that
we may be living in response to outward
circumstance, rather than inward desire.
When this happens, we must listen to
our life to find that center-point within.
The last assumption is that our life
unfolds in a straight line. It seldom does.
Often there are delays and detours. As
playwright Edward Albee said, sometimes we must go a long distance around
in order to come back a short distance
correctly.
Is what you have done, your life?
Well, of course the answer must be yes,
except when it isn’t. The truth is we can
lose our way, we can discover that our
life is being driven by someone else’s
expectations of who we should be.
Through fate or circumstance, the life
that we want to live may elude us.
The Quakers say, “Let your life

speak.” Our life begins to speak to us
and we are wise to listen. Our life says,
“There are essential things within you
that you have dismissed or ignored that
must now be lived into being, there is a
wounded place that must be healed,
there is a reservoir of fear that must be
confronted with hope and trust and
faith, there is a hidden wholeness that
must be acknowledged, revealed, and
embraced.” Let your life speak, not your
ego or your pride or your defense mechanisms or your masks or your carefully
constructed fictions or your guilt or
shame. Let your life speak, first to you
and then for you.
Let your life speak, first to you. Let it
tell you how beautiful you are, let it
name those extraordinary qualities that
make you unique, your strength and

Ask Me by William Stafford

Compassionate Capitalism

Some time when the river is ice ask me
mistakes I have made. Ask me whether
what I have done is my life. Others
have come in their slow way into
my thought, and some have tried to help
or to hurt: ask me what difference
their strongest love or hate has made.
I will listen to what you say:
You and I can turn and look
at the silent river and wait. We know
the current is there, hidden; and there
are comings and goings from miles away
that hold the stillness exactly before us.
What the river says, that is what I say.
Source: http://famouspoetsandpoems.com/
poets/william_stafford/poems/18086
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passion, let it reveal to you your inherent
worth and dignity. Let it also speak to
you about your liabilities and limitations, your shadow and your weaknesses, your failings and the times that you
have missed the mark. As your life
speaks to you, embrace its wholeness,
embrace your wholeness as you claim
your true self, as you refuse to perpetuate a divided life. As Parker Palmer
rightly observes, “Wholeness does not
mean perfection: it means embracing
brokenness as an integral part of life.”
When you finally let your life speak to
you, a lightness of being emerges, an
acceptance of the all of you in this moment. You can then begin your life again,
as it is, as you are, in this moment, as
poet Mary Oliver writes, “determined to
do/ the only thing you can do—/ determined to save/ the only life you can
save.” Embracing our whole life, as Parker Palmer reminds us, is demanding
because once you do it, you must live
your whole life.
We also need to acknowledge that we
cannot pursue vocation in a vacuum.
While our occupation and vocation can
be different, there is no question that the
world of work is consequential. David
Whyte writes, “Through work, human
beings earn for themselves and their
families, make a difficult world habitable, and with imagination, create some
(Continued on page 8)

the cleanup, increasing pay for those at
the top of the organizational hierarchy
Compassionate Capitalism means
that corporations have to account for the and letting those down the ladder high
and dry, not compromising on quality
costs that they impose on the environand safety of their products and goods
ment, the communities that lie in the
and services, and to be transparent in
vicinity of their factories and plants as
their dealings with regulators and the
well as offices, their employees whom
governmental agencies.
they have to treat with more kindness,
…Unless we change direction and reand the consumers and other stakeholdengineer
our modes of doing business,
ers to whom they must be accountable.
we might not survive as a species which
In other words, corporations must
means that unless we change, the very
practice a variety of capitalism that is
survivability of humankind is in danger.
more humane, compassionate, and just
Source: https://
and fair. This not only entails a mindset
www.managementstudyguide.com/
change but also a movement away from compassionate-capitalism.htm
the dominant philosophy of polluting
the environment and refusing to pay for

Saying Yes

Work with Dignity

What We Are Owed

Calling

Labor Day

Only Thirteen Years

Rev. Nancy M. Shaffer
When you heard that voice and
Knew finally it called for you
And what it was saying—where
Were you? Were you in the shower,
Wet and soapy, or chopping cabbage
Late for dinner?

Rev. Kirk Loadman-Copeland
The largest piece of work for many is
their job. This work for which we are
paid money is, at one level of complexity,
a form of barter, money for labor. Yet, if
we are not compensated in other ways,
such work tends to be dehumanizing.
The poet (and organizational consultant)
David Whyte writes, “We spend far
more time in the workplace than we do
with our families, in our places of worship, or out in the natural world. If we
are not asking questions of our work that
are germane to our personal destiny, we
are attempting to live out our lives in the
10 to 15 percent of the waking time left to
us. Most of that time is in the recovery
mode.” Labor Day is a reminder to ask
those questions, to take stock of our work
-life, to acknowledge that work without
dignity is a form of servitude.
Historically, the labor movement
asked important questions about work.
One of the perennial questions is whether or not this work or that workplace is
dehumanizing. Corporate behavior, especially behavior that denies a living
wage, raises fundamental questions
about business and ethics, the combination of which should not be an oxymoron. Tom Chapple, founder and president of Tom’s of Maine writes, “trying to
run a business ethically and with soul
brings constant challenges.... Business
people often fall back on the old motto,
‘Keep it simple, stupid.’ I am afraid,
however, that this piece of wisdom is no
longer useful. You can keep it simple if
your only goal is to make a profit. If you
want to be ethical, and to run a business
that demonstrates in a daily way its respect for human life, that endeavor is, by
definition, complex.” In the spirit of Labor Day, give some thought to your
work. What does it expect of you? What
do you expect of it? And what do we, as
citizens of this country, expect of our
business leaders? The answers are crucial
because the world of work and the overall economy have such an impact on people’s lives.

Kent Nerburn
I often think of a man I met on the
streets of Cleveland. He was an assembly
-line worker in an automobile plant. He
said his work was so hateful that he
could barely stand to get up in the morning. I asked why he didn’t quit. “I’ve
only got thirteen more years to retirement,” he answered. And he meant it.
His life had so gotten away from him
that he was willing to accept a thirteenyear death sentence for his spirit rather
than give up the security he had earned.
…
I once had a professor who dreamed
of being a concert pianist. Fearing the
possibility of failure, he went into academics, where the work was secure and
the money was predictable. One day,
when I was talking to him about my unhappiness in my graduate studies, he
walked over and sat down at his piano.
He played a beautiful glissando and

Were you planting radish
Seeds or seeking one lost sock? Maybe
Wiping handprints off a window
Or coaxing words into a sentence.
Or coming upon a hyacinth
or one last No.
Where were you
when you heard that ancient
Voice, and
did Yes get
born right
then
And did you
weep?
Had it called
you since
Before you
even were,
and when
you
Knew that, did your joy
escape all holding?
Where were you when you heard that
Calling voice, and how, in the moment,
Did you mark it? How, ever after,
Are you changed?
Tell us, please, all you can
about that voice.
Teach us how to listen, how to hear.
Teach us all you can of saying Yes.
Source: https://www.uua.org/worship/words/
meditation/calling

then, abruptly, stopped. “Do what is in
your heart,” he said. ‘”I really only wanted to be a concert pianist. Now I spend
every day wondering how good I might
have been.”
Don’t let this be your epitaph at the
end of your working life. …Choose a
vocation, not a job, and you will be at
peace. Take a job instead of finding a
vocation, and eventually you will find
yourself saying, “I’ve only got thirteen
more years to retirement,” or “I spend
every day wondering how good I might
have been.”
We all owe ourselves better than that.
Source: http://
www.spiritualityandpractice.com/book-reviews/
excerpts/view/26308
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Small Group Discussion Guide
Theme for Discussion:
Vocation
Preparation prior to Gathering: (Read this
issue of Explorations and Living the Questions
in the next column.)
Business: Deal with any housekeeping
items (e.g., scheduling the next gathering).

selfhood, we have to stop pretending that
we can make a living at something that is
trivial or destructive and still have sense of
legitimate self-worth. A society in which
vocation and job are separated for most people gradually creates an economy that is
often devoid of spirit, one that frequently
fills our pocketbooks at the cost of emptying
our souls.” Sam Keen

Living the Questions
Explore as many of these questions as time
allows. Fully explore one question before
moving to the next.
1. Are you living the life you imagined? If
yes, how? If no, how would you like to
live your life?
2. How do you experience the call to live a
meaningful life? In your body? Mind?
Heart? Spirit?
3.
What are the values and virtues that
Chalice Lighting (James Vila Blake)
call out to you most profoundly? How
(In unison) Love is the spirit of this church, and
are you living them into being?
service is its law. This is our covenant: to dwell
4.
It has said that the goal of living in
together in peace, to seek the truth in love, to
meaningful ways is to be able to
serve human need, and to help one another.
“complete” our life before death ends
our life. In what ways are you working
Check-In: How is it with your spirit? What
to live a “complete” life?
do you need to leave behind in order to be
fully present here and now? (2-3 sentences) 5. How would the world be different if
every person took seriously the internal
calls of life?
Claim Time for Deeper Listening: This
comes at the end of the gathering where you 6. How can our congregation help people
find their vocation and support them in
can be listened to uninterrupted for more
living it into being?
time if needed. You are encouraged to claim
The facilitator or group members are invited
time ranging between 3-5 minutes, and to
to propose additional questions that they
honor the limit of the time that you claim.
would like to explore.
Opening Words: “This is the true joy in life,
the being used for a purpose recognized by
yourself as a mighty one; the being thoroughly worn out before you are thrown on
the scrap heap; the being a force of nature
instead of a feverish selfish little clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the
world will not devote itself to making you
happy.” George Bernard Shaw

Read the Wisdom Story: Take turns reading
Deeper Listening: If time was claimed by
aloud parts of the wisdom story on page 1.
individuals, the group listens without interruption to each person who claimed time.
Readings from the Common Bowl: Group
Members read selections from Readings
from the Common Bowl (page 3). Leave a
few moments of silence after each to invite
reflection on the meaning of the words.

Checking-Out: One sentence about where
you are now as a result of the time spent
together exploring the theme.

Sitting In Silence: Sit in silence together,
allowing the Readings from the Common Bowl
to resonate. Cultivate a sense of calm and
attention to the readings and the discussion
that follows (Living the Questions).

Extinguishing Chalice (Elizabeth Selle
Jones) (In unison) We extinguish this flame but
not the light of truth, the warmth of community,
or the fire of commitment. These we carry in our
hearts until we are together again.

Reading: “There is no easy formula for determining right and wrong livelihood, but it
is essential to keep the question alive. To
return the sense of dignity and honor to

Closing Words
Rev. Philip R. Giles
(In unison) May the quality of our lives be
our benediction and a blessing to all we touch.
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Spending Our Lives
(Continued from page 6)

Intro to Theme

meaning from what they do and how they
do it.” Annie Dillard reminds us, “How
we spend our days is, of course, how we
spend our lives.” The life of work is complex when we consider the dignity of
work, the concept of a living wage, and
life/work balance. As David Whyte observes, “These are the three marriages, of
Work, Self and Other. […] We can call
these three separate commitments marriages because at their core they are usually lifelong commitments and … they involve vows made either consciously or
unconsciously… To neglect any one of the
three marriages is to impoverish them all,
because they are not actually separate
commitments but different expressions of
the way each individual belongs to the
world.” The Buddhist concept of right
livelihood is also instructive. Finally we
must return, as did Thoreau in Walden, to
considerations about the economy and its
impact on how we live our lives. In this,
we should consider the merits of compassionate capitalism.
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